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Abstract and L ( M )  := LZ(CN) e MH2(CN). Define orthogonal projections 
Hz(CN) , and PLZ~HZ : L2(CN) + L2(CN) 8 H2(CN). 
In the study of standard H" problem an operator unitarily equiv- 
alent to the following four block operator arises (see [3] and [4a,b]): 
This is a summary of our work [SI, where we study the P : H2(CN) + H ( M ) ,  PL(M) : L2(CN) + L ( M ) ,  Pjp : L2(CN) -+ 
Hm optimization problem for multivariable distributed sys- 
tems. This note is based on several previous papers and basi- 
cally uses the skew Toeplitz framework developed in [l], [4a,b]. 
1 Introduction 
In recent years there has been large literature concerned with the 
H" optimization of linear systems, to which we refer the reader to 
the book [9] for a complete set of references. In this paper we study 
the problem of the Hm-optimization for multivariable distibuted sys- 
tems. 
Motivations leading to the H m  optimization in systems theory 
lie in the most natural problems of control engineering such as ro- 
bust stabilization, sensitivity minimization, and model matching. It 
can be shown that, in the sense of H" optimality, these problems 
are equivalent, and can be stated as one standard problem, to which 
we once again refer the reader to [9] for further discussions and de- 
tails. In this context the standard problem can be reduced to finding 
the singular values of a certain operator (the so-called four block 
operator) which will be defined below. Depending on the specific 
problem considered, the corresponding four block operator can be 
simplified to a 2-block or a 1-block operator. 
This note is based on several previous papers [l], [4a,b], [5], [7], 
[8], [ll], and basically employs the skew Toeplitz framework of [l]  to 
study the standard problem. This is only a sketch of our full work 
and we refer the reader, for complete details, to [6]. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we set up 
some notation and give some background on the ideas taken from 
previous work. Then we specialize to multivariate two block case 
and give its motivations. In section four we obtain our main result; 
and finally we summarize the results and mention future extensions 
of this work. 
2 Preliminary Remarks 
We now define the four block operator and make some preliminary 
remarks. In the paper all Hardy spaces are defined on the unit 
disc D in the standard way. We denote the unilateral shift by 
S : HZ(CN) --* H2(CN). Let W,F,G,H,M E H"(L(CN)) be 
N x N matrices, where W, F,G, H have rational entries, and M is 
nonconstant inner. These matices are associated with the weighting 
matrices and the plant in the usual way of transforming the standard 
problem to the 4-block framework; see [9]. I t  is important to note 
that for rational weights and distributed stable plants this reduces 
to  the kind of problem described below. 
To M we associate the spaces H ( M )  := If2(@) e MH2(CN) 
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Note that A : H2(CN) @ L2(CN) + L ( M )  @ Lz(CN), where U : 
L2(CN) + LZ(CN) is the bilateral shift. 
The problem considered in [4a,b] and [6] is the computation of 
the singular values of the operator A. In this paper we will specialize 
to "two block" version where F and H are taken to be zero. It is 
important to note that the key step in the 1-block, 2-block, and 4- 
block problems is the computation of the Fredholm conditions for the 
invertibility of a certain skew Toeplitz operator which is essentially 
invertible. For the one block problem this is sufficient. In the two 
block we must also invert an ordinary Toeplitz operator, and for the 
four block two ordinary Toeplitz operators, as well as a skew Toeplitz 
operator. See [4b] for all the details. 
3 The 2-Block Problem 
As mentioned above, the 2-block problem is a special case of the 
more general four block problem with F = H = 0. But i t  has 
a special motivation, namely mixed sensitivity optimization. This 
corresponds to the control problem, where the standard weighted 
sensitivity minimization is modified by including the energy of the 
control action in the cost function as well as the energy of the error 
signal. For rigorous definition of mixed sensitivity optimization and 
more details we refer the reader to [2] and the references therein. This 
important paper has an operator theoratic approach to the problem. 
We should also note that in the nice paper [lo] the SISO 2-block 
problem for general distributed systems is solved. Here we consider 
the multivariate distributed case in which one needs the full power 
of the matrix skew Toeplitz framework developed in [l]. 
In the computation of the singular values of the two block op- 
erator one ends up with a Hankel*Hankel + Toeplitz'Toeplitz type 
operator: A'A (see [2] and also [lo]). In order to illustrate that 
our set-up agrees with the usual definition of Hankel and Toeplitz 
operators, and also introduce some facts which will be used in the 
next section, we prove the following well-known proposition for the 
convenience of the reader. Note that W ( S )  can be seen as the multi- 
plication operator by W(<) for < E 8D the unit circle, and similarly 
for G(S). With a slight abuse of the notation we write W for both 
W(S) and W(<), and similarly for G. 
Proposit ion 1. Let HM*W : HZ(CN) + L2(CN) e HZ(CN) 
be the Hankel operator defined by HM.W = PLZBHZM*W . Then 
H,i,pwH~.w = W'PW. 
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Therefore Af*PlVf = hf’(1Vf - MPH2M’Wf) 
= Ai’lVf - P p M ’ W f  
= P,r,2eHzMfWf 
Hence H M . ~  = M*PW and H L . w H ~ . w  = W * P W .  0 
From this proposition, following Jonckheere and Verma [lo], we 
deduce that , A*A = W ( S ) * P W ( S )  t G(S)*G(S)  
is in the form Hankel”Hanke1 + Toeplitz*Toeplitz. Spectral prop- 
erties of this type of operators are studied in [2] for multivariate 
finite dimensional systems, and in [ lo]  for SISO distributed plants. 
We know that the H” optimal performance is the supremum of the 
spectrum of A*A. Also it is known that the spectrum of A’A consits 
of the essential spectrum along with the isolated eigenvalues with 
finite multiplicities. A formula for the essential spectrum is given in 
[2] for multivariate finite dimensional systems, and in [lo] for SISO 
infinite dimensional systems. Both of these pertain the 2-block case. 
In [4b] there is a similar formula for multivariate distributed systems 
in the full four block case. Here we are going to develop a rank type 
formula for the eigenvalues of P A .  This is the subject of the next 
section. 
4 Main Results 
Let us begin with the following notation, assume that 
W ( Z )  = D ( z ) / k ( z )  and G(x) = E ( z ) / k ( z ) ,  where D ( z )  and E(%)  are 
N x N matrices with polynomial entries of degree n, and k(z) is a 
scalar polynomial of degree n. Then it is easy to see that pz is an 
eigenvalue of A*A if and only if there exists a nonzero x E H 2 ( C N )  
such that 
[p2k(S)*k(S)I  - E(S)”E(S)  - D(S)*PD(S)]x  = 0. (1) 
Note that PD(S)x  = D(6)z  - M(C)PpM(C)*D(C)x.  Following the 
techniques used in the skew Toeplitz paper [l] we make the factor- 
for some ad(<) polynomial and Md(<) inner, N x N matrices. In 
fact a procedure for the construction of this factorization is given in 
[2], and it is known that det a d ( ( )  = de t  D(<) and det h f d ( < )  = 
det  M(C). w e  now decompose H z ( C N )  as H(Md) @ MdHZ(CN)  and 
write x = q t Mdxd where q E H(Md) and $1 E @(cN). Then we 
have P@M(C)”D(C)x = PHZad(C)Md(C)*(Q t Mdxd) 
ization: M(<)’D(C) = nd(C)Md(C)*, (2) 
= Odxd + p@ad(C)Md(6)*q 
= Md(C)*D(C)n/Jd(C)xd -k PH~%(C)M~(<)*Q. 
An upper bound for the degree of the entries of a d ( < )  is n N ,  and we 
can write a d ( ( )  = ad0 t RdlC’ t . . . + QdnNCnN. Since q E H(Md),  
kd(C)*q E L2(CN) 8 H 2 ( C N ) ;  therefore 
nN nN 
PH2fid(C)Md(C)*‘? = 52df(t-34-3 =: q*(C). 
3=1 G J  
for some q--3 E C N  j = 1,. . . , nN .  This will give us the following 
equality M(C)PH~M(C)*D(C)Z = D(C)&(<)Zd t M(C)q”. 
Thus D ( s ) * P D ( s ) x  = D ( s ) * ( D ( s ) x  - D(s)Mdxd - Mq’) 
= D(s)*D(s)q  - Mdad(S)*q”. 
This leads us to the following relationship: 
[p2k(s)*k(S)I-E(S)*E(S)]x - D(s)*D(s)Q = -Md&(s)*qR. (3) 
Multiplying both sides by (‘” and using the fact that x = q t Mdxd 
we obtain: 
for some U O ,  . . . , u,-1 E C N ,  where 
c(C)q+B(C)Mdxd = <”-‘%-I + ‘..+ 210 f Md(<)fid(C)q”, (4) 
B ( C )  := P2C”k*(l/C)k(C)I - CnE*(l/C)E(C) 
C(C) := B(C) - CnD*(l/C)D(C) 
a d ( ( )  := (“n;(l/<). 
We now summarize the above discussion with the following: 
Proposition 2. p2 is an eigenvalue of A’A if and only if there 
exists a nonzero z = q f Mdxd E H 2 ( C N )  and some 210,. , . * % - I  E 
C N  such that (4) holds. 
Proof. Immediate from above discussion. 
We now sketch the rest of our procedure. We basically follow a 
similar technique to the one developed in [4a]. First, we can write 
(4) in a form more suitable to the the multivariable nature of the 
problem. This may be done using a factorization similar to (2). 
Then taking the orthogonal projections on the subspaces of H Z ( C N )  
associated with the new inner matrix function obtained from this 
factorization, we will end up with two equations analogous to the 
equations (24c,d) of [4a]. This will bring us to a point where we 
can develop a rank type computation algorithm for the eigenvalues 
of A’A. We give the details of these computations in the complete 
version of this paper [6]. 
In this paper we have studied H” optimization of multivariate dis- 
tributed systems. We took a special case, namely the multivariate 
two block version, of the more general four block problem. Here we 
described a procedure for the computation of the eigenvalues of this 
operator: A’A. In the complete version of this paper [6] the specific 
rank type formula will be described, and some applications to the 
four block problem will be given. We also intend to include some 
specific distributed multivariate design examples as well. 
5 Conclusions 
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